100% Cloud Based Solution
No Agency VPN Costs
No Hardware Required
Quick and Simple Analysis
Google Earth Compatible
Geofence Alerts
View Ping Data with Pen Register Data
100% Mobile
Historical Data Integration
Certified FedRAMP Cloud Platform
CJIS Compliant
Auto-Generate CALEA Forms: Enter the target number and provider information you wish to establish a pen register for and a CALEA form is automatically generated to accompany your legal request to the provider.
LexisNexis® Maintains ALL Required VPN Connections: Your pen register feed is connected to an already established VIPER connection and your agency incurs no costs to maintain VPN connections.
Activation Notification: You will receive text and/or email notification once your data feed is received by VIPER.
Mobile and Tablet Compatible: VIPER is mobile ready and you can log in to visualize your data in real time on any smart phone or tablet.
Powerful Data Combinations: User can combine multiple pen registers into one case. You also have the capability to combine ping data with pen register data in the same interface.
Tower Ranking and Geofence Alerts: Users can generate unlimited geofences in VIPER, with estimated hand-off ranges. Push notifications are sent anytime a target enters or leaves a predesigned area.
Live Feed in Google Earth: VIPER works with any version of Google Earth and can feed all pen register and ping data into Google Earth in real-time with updates every ten seconds.
Advanced Analytics: VIPER data is easily analyzed with LexisNexis® Accurint® TraX™ for detailed pen register analysis.

VIPER offers enhanced features to simplify the investigative process and ensure your intercept delivers in real-time.

To learn more, call 866.528.0778 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/le